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The survey of the volume may begin with
this last item. On 47 plates both tablets KTU
1.1 and 1.2 are reproduced on well legible
photographs. They were made in the Musee
Leiden - New York - Koln 1994,
du Louvre by Bruce Zuckermann, Professor
xxxvi + 446 pp., 47 plates
at the University of Southern California in
Los Angeles, and his brother Kenneth.
In the introduction (1-114) the informa
In this journal the ancient Canaanite reli
tion about the order of the tablets and their
gion, important for the study of the Hebrew
columns is presented (2-26). For the literary
Bible, receives due attention. Translations of
classification (26-28) the term „myth" is used
Ugaritic texts with introductions and
in its formal definition. The hypothetical
comments were published recently, poem on
development of the Cycle in its oral and
the birth of twin gods (KTU 1.23) translated
written stages is followed up (29-36). The
by Stanislav Segert (2, 1994, 53-69), and
date of the tablets can be indicated as the first
poem on love of Baal and Anat (KTU 1.10half of the 14th century B. C. (1) while the
11) translated by Ondfej Stehlik (3, 1995,
grammatical dating (36-58) appears quite
143-151).
archaic.
The abbreviation KTU stands also in this
Various interpretations of the Baal cycle
review for the edition prepared by M . Diet
rich, O. Loretz and J. Samarti'n, Die keilalpha- (58-114) will be discussed in detail later in
betischen Texte aus Ugarit. Teil 1. (Kevelaer-this review.
Text, translation and commentary (115Neukirchen - Vluyn 1976). (An updated
361) is presented in the following sequence:
edition of these texts was published in 1995.)
KTU 1.1, columns V, IV, III, II; KTU 1.2,
The book under review is published
columns III, I, II, IV. Those columns which
within the edition "Supplements to Vetus
are not well preserved are presented in
Testamentum 55" with the subtitle "Intro
transliteration of letters and translation,
duction with text, translation and commenta
followed by textual notes and commentaries.
ry of K T U 1.1 - 1.2". It is devoted to the
For the better preserved texts, 1.1 III and
largest corpus of Ugaritic texts, the Baal
three columns of 1.2 a more detailed
Cycle. Only the introduction and the first two
presentation is used. First text in transli
cuneiform tablets are dealt with in the first
teration accompanied by notes on reading,
volume of this detailed study, the other four
then translation and vocalized text; in the
tablets have to be presented in the second
commentary the poetic structures are charac
volume.
terized according to semantic parallelism and
Mark S. Smith, Professor at Saint Jo
count of words and syllables. Detailed
seph's University in Philadelphia dedicated
comments characterized as introduction pro
this volume to his teacher Marvin H . Pope.
vide besides the analysis of text many refer
Contribution of institutions and inviduals
ences to ancient literature and to modern
helpful in preparing the magnificent volume
interpretations.
are acknowledged (xii-xiv).
At the beginning of each section there are
In the preface (xxii-xxxvi) first the story
bibliographical references to editions,
of the Baal Cycle is explained, with special
translations and studies. A general biblio
attention to the modification of the prevailing
graphy (363-401) gives good information
opinions (xxii-xxviii). Smith in his study
about publications; often quoted books are
follows the usual format of b i b l i c a l
listed on pp. xv-xix.
commentaries, he explains main features of
Acces to the rich material contained in
his volume (xxviii-xxxvi): introduction, bib
this volume is facilitated by indexes (403liographies, examination of text, textual
446). Ugaritic citations (405-419) refer to
notes, translation conveying the overall efect,
texts, to grammar and to the vocabulary.
presentation of vocalized text, commen
Among other texts cited (420-429) there are
tary, general bibliography at the end of
Akkadian and Sumerian, biblical, intertestathe volume, and photographs of the tablets
mental and Dead Sea Scrolls, rabbinic
on plates.
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sources, Greek and Roman texts, Egyptian,
Hittite and Indian texts. At the end there is the
index of autors (437-446).
In this book on the Ugaritic Baal cycle
Smith shows clearly how the philology is
important for the study of religion. This rele
vance can be observed on a few examples.
Some words can be understood diffe
rently. For the verbal form yfr(352-354; KTU
1.2 V 27) not less than four substantiated
interpretations are quoted. Sometimes the
meanings can be understood differently such
as those of the noun mlhmt as ..warfare" or
„food" (202-203; 1.1 II19).
The use of kinship terms in Semitic
languages helps to find proper meaning of the
ephitet of the god El ab mm; it is exactly
rendered as "Father of Years" (161); it means
a being of advanced age (185-186).
Philological phenomena are also used for
dating of the Cycle (36-58). Alphabet,
spelling, syntax and vocabulary are of rather
archaic character. Most attention is devoted
to the function of verbal forms with prefixes
and with afformatives (38-57). As it is usual
in Semitic philology, these forms are indi
cated by the 3rd singular masculine. In the
poetic narrative the /qatala/ forms express
mostly past actions or states. More frequent
in Ugaritic poetry is the prefix form /yaqtulu/,
indicating mostly preterite. The problematic
form /yaqtul/ is considered by Smith an
archaic feature, also for preterite. (The Slavic
notion of verbal aspect could explain some of
these phenomena more appropriately than
the traditional categorization of these forms
as tenses.)
Smith contributes to appropriate interpre
tation of the poetic text by careful analyses of
verses. He indicates parallelistic semantic
relations between words and characterizes
resulting contacts between cola. Besides
dealing with syntactical and semantical
parallelistic features Smith points to sonant
parallelism; by this term identity or similarity
between sounds is indicated. The appropriate
understanding of parallelistic verses and rela
tions between their cola is indispensable for
the interpretation of Ugaritic poetry.
The interpretation of verses is basic for
tracing their sequence and thus for following
actions and conversations.

The content offirsttwo tablets of the Baal
cycle can be presented with help of Smith's
indications of verse paragraphs as follows:
the old god El talks with the god of sea
Yamm. Messengers connect E l with the god
Kothar and then with the goddess Anat. The
god Athtar and the sun Shapshu address El.
Then the fight between Baal and Yamm is
described, which ends with Yamm's death.
In the commentary Smith presents many
relevant observations, many of them can be
applied in also to other topics of the study of
religion. Important general statements are
presented in sections within the commentary,
entitled as excursus.
One of them deals with the concept of
/wz/?( 140-144). Various characterizations of
this social association, attested also in Old
Testament, are discussed. In the other
excursus various locations of the home of El
and of the divine council are presented (225234). The etymology of the name Athtar
cannot be safely established: he was an astral
god who became divine warrior (240-250).
Important contributions to the study of
ancient Canaanite religion are contained in
the section on the interpretations of the Baal
cycle (58-114). Various opinions are
discussed there. Ritual and seasonal theories
focus rather on the common character of the
genre. The cosmogonic interpretations
contribute to better understanding of the Baal
cycle. Historical and political views point to
the rise of the Amorites or appearance of a new
dynasty in Ugarit; Baal's kingship can be rela
ted to these events. Quoting both ancient
sources and opinions of modern scholars Smith
shows the limited exaltation of Baal.
The application of these general interpre
tations to the explanation of the mythical text
can significantly contribute to the under
standing of some details and also of the gene
ral message. The first volume on the Baal
cycle will be effectively and gratefully used
for interpretations of details and of general
matters, also those going beyond the time and
space of this text.
A few rather marginal comments may be
mentioned. It would be convenient to print all
transliterations of the Ugaritic alphabetic text
in italics, and leave the Roman letters for
reconstructions. In difference to usual rende
ring of signs indicating combinations of
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Morave (Praha 1940) je Podborskeho knfzka
prvni soubornou pracf v ceSstinS, ktera se timto problemem zabyvd v celku, i kdyz o slovanskem n&bozenstvf vySla pfed ngkolika lety zajfmava a podnetnd publikace Zdefika
Vita (Svit slovanslcfch bohh a demoriU, Pra
ha: Odeon 1990). Lze j i tedy pfivitat jako
pionjrsky cm na poli velmi zanedbanem, kde
md uz tfm hodnotu, ze obracf pozornost
k otazkam, ke kterym byl autor veden jako
archeolog jednak podrobnym studiem pozdnSneoliticke' lengyelske kultury, resp. jeji jihomoravske facies nazyvan6 kultura s moravskou malovanou keramikou, jednak svou
pedagogickou cmnostf, nebot'tazaninovggenerace jde Casta timto smSrem.
V interpretaci paleolitick^ho umSnf se
Podborsky pfiklani k obvykleinu vykladu
sbera&ko-lovecke' magie, ale za pomoci paralel z jin^ch Cdsti sveta pripomene, ze magie
paleolitickSho ndbozenstvf mSla velmi uzky
vztah k sildm pffrody, se kterymi bylo tehdy
lidstvo v daleko intimnSjSfm styku, nei jsme
my. Ve vykladu neolitu je hypoteza o „prototheismu" dnes malo prijimana, vzhledem
kmnohosti abarvitosti etnografick^ho materidlu i z velmi primitivnfch kultur (s. 39n), ale
v^razn6 zamSfeni na kulty zensk^ch bozstev
plodnosti (riiznych aspektu „Velke' Matky")
a bozstev astrdlnfch t81es je zfejme. Neolitick6 rondely, o jejichz zkoumani se Pod
borsky zvldStg zaslouzil, byly zfejme svatynemi souvisejicimi pfedevSfm s onim druhym, vesmfmym aspektem tehdejsiho ndbozenstvi (v£etn6 kalendafe), ale jedno jistfi
nevylucuje druh6. 2enske figurky neolitick6
povaiuje Podborsky v&Sinou za knefcky, nikoli za bohyne samy, ale rozSffenf onoho
„performa2nfho" ndbozenstvf, jak na n£ neddvno poukazala zejmena Nanno Marinates
(Minoan Religion, Ritual, Image and Sym
bol, Columbia 1993) naznacujeodpovfid* m6nS kategorickou. V kaidem pfipadS 51o o prostfedkujxci roli mezi bozstvy a smrtelniky,
Vladimir Podborsky,
nekdy snad i o soSky Sibyl (viz cldnek v tomNabozenstvi nasich
to 6is\eReligia). SoSka z Knossu se povazuje
prapfedku, Brno: Filozoficka
obvykle tak6 za kngiku (s. 51).
Kruhov6 i pravouhl6 svatyne eneoliticke
fakulta Masarykovy univerzity
mfely zfejm6 funkci „astrologickou", ale snad
1994,177 stran, 16 obr.
i dalsT, a abstrakce ve ztvdrftovdni idolu je
zfejmg reflexem uriite' abstrakce mys'leni,
majfci svou obdobu i v absffaktnSjsim pojeti
Od doby brozury Jiriho Neustupnelio Na
bozenstvi pravekeho lidstva v Cechdch a na ndbozenstvf.
glottal stop with vowels by simple letters a,
i and u, Smith puts the half circle sign of
glotal stop before the vowel. This system is
more complicated graphically, and it does not
take in consideration the combination of
vowel followed by glotal stop. This can be
shown on the word tuhd (1.2 I 40) which is
transliterated with the glottal stop sign before
u (260) and correctly reconstructed as tu'hud
(260), „(she) seizes".
The term "extra-colonic" is sometimes
used instead of usual „monocolon". Smith
uses thecommon term for verse consisting of
two cola, "bicolon". This term is a combi
nation of the Greek word for „member" and
the Latin element for the notion of „two". For
such combination of two cola the term dikolon is attested in ancient Greek.
It is not uncommon in the study of reli
gions to point to analogies which are distant
in time and space. The institution of mrzh is
characterized by Pope and some other scho
lars as a funerary feast (143-144). Similar
customs survived in some countries until the
20th century.
It will take several years before the
second volume dealing with the other four
tablets will be published. It can be expected
that like the first volume reviewed here it will
bring many data and observations relevant
for the study of the often difficult Ugaritic
texts and their relations to other literatures
and religions of the ancient Near East. Both
the quantity and quality of Smith's work
will be appreciated by scholars and students
in various fields. The contribution of this
detailed commentary to the ancient Canaanite texts to Old Testament studies (cf. 395,
422-426) would deserve a special evalua
tion.
STANISLAV SEGERT

